
Navy Days  
 
HMNZS Tamaki – Basic Common Training 21 May 1969 To 29 Aug 1969. 
The first week 20 – 27th May 1969 aged 16 years and 3 months through the eyes 
of a new naval recruit. 
 
Basic pay in 1969 Aged 16 - $13.51, 17 - $16.03, 18 - $20.72 19 - $23.10 
 

 
 
Middle Row – 2nd left JCO Murray, far right OCO O’Brien 
Only two communicators in class 57 Leander Division 
 
The following are extracts from the first week of letters to my parents in 
Taumarunui: 
 
I arrived at Tamaki this morning (Tuesday 20th) quite safely except for the ride 
from the Auckland Railway Station in a navy bus which was quite hair raising, man 
he went like a bullet. Excuse my handwriting have had 3 jabs and a blood sample 
taken. I am writing this part of my letter in my bunk. I am in the bottom bunk and 
the boy from Turangi Larry Herrick is in the top bunk.  I am in with a fairly good 
mob although I must be among the youngest the oldest is 20.  Our boss is a Petty 
Officer named Mr Phillips.  I am in Leander Division class 57. Just about everyone is 
down in the dumps. We have been given a smallpox jab. The food is good.  We 
were taken to the hospital in Philomel to have our medical then we were bundled 
down to the dentist.  
  



From there we went to the xray unit, then to the colour (eye) specialist and from 
there to the ward where we were inspected. On Wednesday (21st) we were shown 
how to fold everything compactly. We got brand new blankets and sheets. We have 
been marching quite a bit I quite like it helps take my mind off things.  Thursday, 
we labelled everything and I had a haircut. We met some of the officers.  We will 
be doing 40 periods of marching. Now we have started to sew our name on our 
blankets.  You had better write my address pretty accurately or else they might go 
a bit rude. I feel a lot better now that I have started to work.  We had a fire drill 
today and we had morning prayers at about 7.15 this morning I was up at 5.45. 
 
Yesterday (Friday 23rd) we went and got most of our kit down at the dockyard. 
After that we came back to Tamaki and named some of the kit.  At 2.30 we went 
to the tepid baths where we had to swim 50 yds clad in overalls and then tread 
water for 3 minutes, I passed. This morning (Saturday 24th) I was up at 4.30 to 
finish sewing my name on my trousers and shirts and at 6.30 this morning off to 
breakfast. I got my boots on boy are they heavy. I have now got my hats, white 
bell bottom trousers with a white jacket top, 1 pair of serge bell bottom trousers 
and underwear. I really like it now that we have settled in. We polished the floor 
and cleaned the windows for the Captains Rounds. Every morning at 7.00 I have a 
job to do and that is to clean and polish the 2 copper lamps out the front of the 
Tamaki entrance.  We had a full parade this morning and I thought that I would 
drop, got another injection today.  My duffel bag will be coming down with my civi 
clothes so don’t send it back.  This afternoon we are going for a run. The other 
night we watched some films. Some of the boys have suddenly taken a liking to 
cigars and pipes.  Last night the division next to ours went out for a run with their 
mattresses on their backs for ¾ of an hr and if we don’t shush up a little we will be 
doing a nightly run at about 10.00.  I am getting an expert with the needle and 
cotton. Today I did my washing and carried on marking (Clothing). 
 
I have a least 3 showers a day and clean my teeth at least 4 times a day.  You must 
shave every morning.  We rise between 5.30 & 5.45 in the morning and get to sleep 
about 10 or after. The officers come through at 9.00.  We met the Church of 
England Vicar today.  Tonight (Saturday) we had Sir Arthur Porritt the Governor-
General as a guest.  The food is terrific for example tonight we had peas, chips, 
cottage pie, meat cakes, parsnip & for pudding we had plum duff. For breakfast 
we have eggs, toast, tea, milk, bacon, baked beans and pies they contain 
spaghetti, egg, bacon. 
 
This morning (Saturday) we had a real clean-up we will be doing it every Saturday 
we cleaned the rubbish bins, windows, rafters so that there was no dirt or dust and 
cleaned and polished the floors.  Our beds are stripped down to the mattress every 
morning and made every night.  We fold the sheets into the size of 7” by 5”.  But 
the blankets are bigger.  We have a fire drill at least once a day.  The hardest part 
of the day is the parade.  Today (Sunday 25th) we had a sleep in till 6.30 and we 
went to church at 9.00, we have been sewing all day.  
  



I am pretty stiff from running.  From now on we are wearing our uniforms.  We 
change uniforms about 3 times a day.  It is only a matter of about 38 days and I 
will be home for 3-4 days am looking forward to it. 
 
Today (Monday 26th) we had to march in front of the Captain. I am starting to eat 
like a horse so don’t worry. We have been sewing again today.  In physical training 
today we frog jumped all the way round the parade ground. Then we played indoor 
basketball, then volley ball and then went for a mile and a half run down the 
beach.  Today we went to the Philomel dockyard and saw HMNZS Taranaki & 
Waikato. We saw the dry dock and went through the workshops.  The Petty 
Officers are getting tougher if your boots aren’t cleaned by 2000 hrs you are 
marched out after lights out and run around the parade ground.  We are not 
allowed to walk we had to double everywhere.  There is one P.O. none of us like 
he is bloody awful all the time he says “my heart bleeds for you”.  There is one 
thing wrong with the instructors they swear too much.  It gets pretty sickening 
after a while all that talk about the navy being rough is a lot of baloney.  I am sure 
that the Anglican padre here at Tamaki is a drop out he drinks, swears and smokes 
and the RC Padre also swears in church. 
 

 
 
Leander Division Class 57 dorm  Cliff Top sentry Tamaki 
 
  



HMNZS Philomel – Basic Branch Training From 30 Aug 1969 to 4 Dec 1969 
 
Posted to Philomel 30 August 1969 to commence basic branch training at the 
Communications Training School situated at North Head, Devonport with fellow 
Junior Communication Operators (JCO’s) Rex Mason, David Earl, Richard Rapana, 
Jeffrey Brown, Larry Herrick, OCO Dennis O’Brien, Roger Sheehan, also William 
Hunt from a previous class joined us for this phase of training. 
 
I remember toward the end of this period of training needing to put in extra effort 
to improve my Morse Manuscript Reception (MMX) and Morse Keyboard Exercise 
(MKX) results. Lieutenant D.P. Milton RNZN wrote in my Form RNZN 264 “o/c Basic 
Comms Training Succeeded at the end of the Term but not without problems. Had 
two occasions when he considered all was lost and he would never read morse.  
Has the ability to become a good audio operator. Has a mature approach to life. 
Smart appearance.” 
 
During this phase of training we were selected to be either in the Radio or Signals 
branch. Myself, Rex, David, Dennis, Roger and William passed the Junior Radioman 
course.  Richard, Jeffrey and Larry passed the Junior Signalman course. 
 
Post-course remained at Philomel initially as a watchkeeper at the Signal Tower 
above the quarterdeck at Philomel. This job entailed maintain a visual watch over 
the harbour, controlling the naval custom of raising the NZ White Ensign at 0800hrs 
(known as Colours) and the lowering of the Ensign at sunset every day.  Dipping 
and raising the Ensign for naval vessels and merchant ships as required.  Then 
posted as a watchkeeper at the Port W/T, later known as the Naval Radio Station 
(NAVRADSTA) Auckland situated at North Head, Devonport.  
 
The senior rate in charge of Navradsta was Petty Officer “Long John” Bruce who 
informed me that I was to join HMNZS Inverell for a temporary 6 week posting. 
  
  



HMNZS Inverell 24 Jul 1970 - 15 Jun 1972 
 
JRD W/T office watchkeeper 
 

 
 
 
First sea posting Inverell a Bathurst class minesweeper built in 1943, had an open 
bridge with a canvas cover, combination of wooden and steel decks. 
Extracts from a letter to my parents after the first day onboard  
“It isn’t a bad sort of ship really, it is a minesweeper and has a crew of approx. 65 
so it isn’t all that big. Where I work is a room about 6 feet by 8 feet it sure is 
little, we have 15 sets of equipment in this room plus a typewriter and a 
teleprinter and two chairs and when it gets rough you can’t stay on the chairs 
without bracing yourself. When I first saw the locker space I didn’t think that I 
would get all my kit in it but I did with a bit of a squeeze. I slept well in the 
hammock for the first time last night, they take a bit of rigging but are very 
comfortable. During the daily cleaning stations routine I have two small areas to 
clean they are the stores flat and the boondocks”  
 
 During my time on Inverell the communication branch consisted of; 
a Leading Radioman (LRD), 2 x ARD or 1 x ARD 1 x JRD/Ordinary Radioman (ORDN).  
A Leading Signalman (LSG), 1 x ASG or 1 x Junior Signalman (JSG)/Ordinary 
Signalman (OSG). 
 
Generally, when at sea double operator periods being 2 hourly skeds commencing 
at 1000 during a 24 hour period were established with Navcommsta Waiouru on an 
off-line teletype broadcast system known as Z12W. The KL-7 off-Line encryption 
machine covered any encrypted message requirements. Ship to Shore was primarily 
by morse code with Navcommsta Waiouru.  When in harbour at ports away from 
Devonport, harbour broadcast schedules were maintained with Navcommsta 
Waiouru. 
  



The New Zealand territorial waters boundary was set at the 3 mile limit. 
Inverell departed the Devonport naval base at 10 – 12 knots and some 40 odd hours 
later arrived in the Nelson area to investigate some Foreign Fishing Vessels (FFV) 
reported by Nelson locals as the FFV’s were too close inshore.   
 
Boarding the foreign fishing vessels wasn’t an option then. Inverell carried a 
warning sign in Japanese that was held up for the fishing vessel crew to see, 
instructing them to leave the area.  
 
On another patrol a maker buoy was located with a long line attached, the line 
was recovered by winding it around the capstan and slowly winching inboard to 
remove the fish off the hooks and put them into plastic rubbish bins and other 
containers. The chefs provided fish with the meals for quite some time after that. 
 
During a middle watch at sea in rough conditions I was sending a message via 
morse to ZLO and a loud voice was heard from the Bridge via the voice pipe to the 
W/T Office “stop transmitting now”. The reason for this was the forward dressing 
line had detached from the tie-down position at the base of the main mast and had 
swung very close to the main transmitter whip aerial causing much arcing, which 
lit up the bridge area which had brass and copper everywhere.  Fortunately nobody 
was electrocuted. The main HF transmitter the Type 89Q HF which I was using was 
turned off and the wire dressing line was retrieved and re-secured. 
 
Posted back to Philomel in June 1972 until Jan 1973 as an ARD Port W/T 
watchkeeper at North Head. 
 
 

 
 
  



Posted to HMNZS Otago 14 – 27 Nov 1972  
 
ARD Bridge Wireless Office (BWO) watchkeeper. 
 
To gain some frigate experience during LONGEX 72.  
 

 
 
 
Returned to Port W/T North Head for a couple of months, then posted back to 
HMNZS Otago on 15 Jan 1973 and sailed for Singapore via Brisbane and Darwin. 
Otago was based in Singapore and visited Hong Kong anchored off Penang, involved 
in a tactical exercise off Penang with the Malaysian Navy. 
 
Participated in Exercise BRIGHTWATER and patrols in the Singapore area. 
 
HMNZS Taranaki was to replace Otago in Singapore at the end of March 1973. I 
volunteered for a posting to Taranaki which was approved and posted on 31 Mar 
1973. 
  



HMNZS Taranaki 31 Mar 1973 – 10 Feb 1974 
 
ARD BWO watchkeeper 
 

 
 
Taranaki arriving Singapore Mar 1973 
 
 
HMNZS Taranaki spent the first half of 1973 serving with the ANZUK Naval Force.  
Altogether Taranaki spent 224 days away, of which 138 were at sea steamed over 
40,000 miles and visited some 12 ports in 9 countries.  
 
Ports visited Sydney, Townsville, Darwin, Singapore, Surabaya-Indonesia, Penang, 
Hong Kong, Subic Bay-Philippines, Pago Pago-American Samoa, Pearl Harbour-
Hawaii. (This information was provided by the Royal New Zealand Navy Museum.)  
 
Taranaki participated in one of the world’s largest international maritime warfare 
exercise the Rim of Pacific “RIMPAC” 73 in Hawaii.  
  



HMNZS Irirangi 10 Feb 1974 – 30 Mar 1976 
 
ARD Naval Receivers (NR2) watchkeeper 
 

 
 
Posted to Irirangi 10 February 1974 and Lesley and I were at an advanced stage of 
planning our marriage in June.  Accommodation outside the camp area on local 
farms as far distant as Taihape, Raetihi and Ohakune was scarce and there was 
little prospect of the early allocation of a house in the married quarters.  
 
I approached Alan and Pat Cozens whose farm shared the northern boundary wire 
fence of NR2, Navcommsta Waiouru. Fortunately, the timing of this posting wasn’t 
during the shearing season and a short term tenancy was negotiated on their 
shearers' quarters.  
 
Two weeks prior to our moving in day, my Groomsman Kevin Pollard and I 
commenced cleaning stations, scraping the grease and fat that had accumulated 
around the shower base, a quick, coat of paint on the walls and the addition of a 
shower curtain sorted out the bathroom. The toilet, a `long drop', was situated 
among pine trees at the rear of the shearers' quarters. Wood supply topped up to 
keep the cold range going which provided our cooking and hot water supply. 
Les and I were married in my home town of Taumarunui and the day after our 
wedding we set out in our 1963 Ford Consul 315 on our journey to our first home 
together.  As we approached National Park it started snowing and steadily got 
heavier as we drove further south. We arrived at the shearers’ quarters, I cleared 
off the snow around the steps and the doorway and carefully carried Les over the 
threshold. 
  



 
 
Shearer’s Quarters 2 Jun 1974 
 
 
When the Marriage Certificate arrived in the post I was smartly sent off to the 
camp Housing Officer.  We were allocated a one bedroom unit in 8b Thornton 
Terrace. Bill and Mary Welch also had a unit in this block.  We applied for a larger 
unit and moved next door to 7b a two bedroom unit. 
 

 
 
8B Thornton Terrace 1974-75   7B Thornton Terrace 1975-76 
 
Promoted to LRD at Irirangi in February 1975.  
  



Posted to HMNZS Taranaki March 1976 then to HMNZS Tasman April 1976 for 
the Advanced Radio Course. 
 
Moved from Waiouru to reside at 16 Alamein Avenue, Belmont.  
 
Our bunting colleagues Jeff Brown, Budge Burgess & Harold Morris were on the 
Advanced Signals Course. I enjoyed the cammraderie of our group, the social and 
entertaining times we shared. Rex introduced me to Rugby League, Jim readily had 
his Newfoundland dog available for social times and Jeff had a lesson in how to be 
pinned against his Ford Anglia car passenger door when being greeted by this 
rather large friendly dog. 
 
Advanced Radio Course completed 27 Aug 1976 
 

 
 
Rear left to right LRD Rex Edwards, LRD Paul Murray, LRD Jim O’Gorman 
Front left to right Lieutenant Gary Kingdon CRD John Paull 
 
  



HMNZS Tasman Petty Officer Command Course 13 Sep – 5 Nov 1976 
 
 

 
 
Rear -4th on right LRD Murray, 6th on right LRD Rex Edwards 
Front 1st on left LRD Jim O’Gorman 
 
On loan to the Communications Training School at North Head as a basic class 
instructor 8 Nov 1976 – 13 Jan 1977 
 
  



HMNZS Canterbury 13 Jan 1977 – 12 Feb 1978 
 
LRD BWO watchkeeper 
 

 
 
Canterbury sail past to give three cheers to Her Majesty the Queen at the end of 
the New Zealand Royal Tour Escort duties.   
 
 
22 Feb – 7 Mar 1977 part of the New Zealand leg of a Commonwealth tour to mark 
the Queen’s Silver jubilee. The Queen opened the New Parliamentary Executive 
Wing (The Beehive) on this tour.  
 
Port visits to Napier, Gisborne, Dunedin, Timaru, Lyttleton, Akaroa & Lyttelton in 
the company of the Royal Yacht Britannia. 
  



21 Apr – 16 Jun Canterbury was in passage to the United Kingdom, and for most of 
this period was in the company of HMAS Melbourne and HMAS Brisbane to attend 
the Jubilee Review at Spithead on 28 June. After participating in exercise 
HIGHWOOD in July we diverted to Plymouth for some repairs and proceeded to 
Hamburg then returned to Portsmouth for a short maintenance period. Departed 
Portsmouth on 6 August returning to New Zealand via Toulon, Suez, Bombay, 
Singapore, Jakarta, Darwin, Port Moresby and Townsville arriving Devonport Naval 
Base 20 Oct 1977. 
 
1 October 1977 rank changed from Leading Radioman (LRD) to Leading Radio 
Operator (LRO). 
 
Extract from the report of the Naval Board of the Defence Council for period  
1 April 1977 to 31 March 1978. 
 
“During the year RNZN ships exercised with allied forces on a number of other 
occasions. In July, after attending the Jubilee Spithead Review, HMNZS Canterbury 
participated in the biennial British exercise HIGHWOOD; she returned from Europe 
in company with the Australian contingent, which provided further fleet operating 
experience.  The opportunity was also taken during the passage to and from the 
review to exercise with units of the French, Indian, Singaporean, British, and 
United States navies.” 
 

 
 
Canterbury starboard side of HMAS Melbourne and HMAS Brisbane on port side. 
  



HMNZS Philomel (COMAUCK) 12 Feb – 23 May 1978 
 
NAVRADSTA watchkeeper 2 I/C 
 
HMNZS Irirangi 23 May 1978 – 26 Feb 1981 
 
Petty Officer Radio Supervisor (PORS) NR2 
 

 
 
 
Second posting to Irirangi on 23 May 1978. Les & I were allocated a house at 
4 Laing Lane. (All the homes on that street were removed sometime in the 90’s.) 
 
There were more clubs and organisations at Waiouru this time round. Lesley and I 
enjoyed being members of the Waiouru Tennis Club and local Car Club.  I joined the 
relatively new branch of the Waiouru Lions' Club. 
  
There were no maternity services at Waiouru and our daughter, Jessie, was born in 
Taumarunui in September 1980 after a rather hurried trip in our red Mini. 
 
We were posted back to Auckland on 26 February 1981 and resided at 43 Roberts 
Avenue. 
 
  



HMNZS Monowai 6 Apr 1981 – 10 Nov 1982 
 
PORS I/C Communications Department 
 
 

 
 
 
Refit July – Oct 1981 provided much needed maintenance work to be completed. 
The Main Communications Office was repainted, main mast, flag lockers 
refurbished and wire aerials replaced. Post-refit inspection by Commodore 
Auckland Staff and Post-refit Sea Acceptance Trials. 
 
Several months were spent early in 1982 with the survey of the Foveaux Strait area 
in preparation for a new larger scale chart of the Strait. Monowai surveyed for six 
weeks at a time in the Strait and Stewart Island then sailed to Dunedin for a long 
weekend, where arranged crew changes took place with the assistance of the 
RNZAF.  
 
Due to strong winds and increasing sea state Monowai left the survey ground and 
anchored in Big Glory Bay, Stewart Island. Later that night Monowai’s radio 
operator heard a distress call on 2182khz, but initially it was difficult to establish 
the name and position of the vessel due to the weak, distorted signal and the 
stressed operator on the yacht.  
 
Monowai’s radio operator managed to extract that it was a yacht in Little Glory 
Bay and with the assistance of our Navigating Officer it was established that the 
yacht was 2.8km from our current position. One of the ships survey boats was 
despatched with the Chief shipwright and a ships diver aboard to assess for any 
external hull damage to the yacht.   
 



The skipper of the yacht had decided to go for shelter and anchor in Little Glory 
Bay. There were four people onboard the yacht, but no anchor watch was kept.  
The yacht had dragged the anchor and drifted inshore, the keel struck the sea bed 
and the yacht lay on its side.  Two of the four crew were so frightened by their sea 
adventure they refused to get back on the yacht.  The owner agreed to be towed 
by the Monowai to Bluff harbour. 
 
On passage to Raoul Island 17 June 1982 in a devastating storm, on one of the 
waves Monowai rolled over to 40 degrees, the Wardroom was wrecked, the Senior 
and Junior Rates dinning areas were damaged with the bolts holding down the 
tables shearing off. Drawers in the mess deck lockers and drawers under the bunk 
beds also broke free. Areas of the guardrails on the upper deck were damaged. 
Fortunately, no injury to the ship’s crew. 
 
Monowai departed Rarotonga 26 June 1982 with Their Excellences the Governor 
General, Lady Beattie and entourage embarked for the Island Cruise. These visits 
also gave an opportunity to carry out hydrographic work. Monowai remained for a 
day on the first three places of the cruise. 
 
Manuae Island an uninhabited atoll in the southern group of the Cook Islands, Atiu 
Island third largest island in the Cooks, Aitutaki then Niue and anchored overnight, 
Nuku’alofa – Tonga for four days, Apia – Samoa two days, Nukunonu – largest atoll 
within Tokelau stayed three days, Pago Pago – American Samoa 16 July the Vice 
Regal Party disembarked. 
 
Further hydrographic work was undertaken in the South Pacific region completing 
the mapping of Apia Harbour and a joint survey with Fiji’s Hydrographic Unit of a 
channel off the coast of Vanua Levu and uncharted seamounts in Tongan waters. 
 
Monowai sailed from Tonga to investigate a Foreign Fishing Vessel (FFV) located by 
an RNZAF Orion.  The FFV was near the Kermadecs (Raoul Island) which was 
approximately 1000km from Tonga. Monowai reached the area three days after 
leaving Tonga and an RNZAF Orion patrol had maintained a covert surveillance of 
the vessel that morning and flew very low over the FFV as Monowai approached.  
The FFV was boarded, a prize crew remained on the vessel and Monowai towed it 
to port. 
 
Promoted to Chief Petty Officer Radio Supervisor (CPORS) August 1982. 
  



HMNZS Tamaki 11 Nov 1982 – 9 Jan 1984 
 
Communications Training School, North Head – Senior Radio Instructor - R1 
 
 

 
 
Rear left to right - CPOCS Bob Cookson RIP, POYS Harvey Graham, PORS Bob 
Overton, POYS Charlie Matenga, PORS Dave Earl, CPOYS Frank Rands 
Front left to right – WORS Gary Johnston, PORS Martin Frost, PORS Brian Henman, 
CPORS Paul Murray, PORS(W) Brenda Lodge, PORS Kevin Blundell 
 
  



 
 

 
 
  



 
 

 
  



HMNZS Philomel – Commodore Auckland (COMAUCK) – 1 Jun 1984 – 14 Jan 1985 
 
Assistant Staff Officer Communications then due to a vacancy for Staff Officer 
Communications I assumed that role. 
 
 
HMNZS Wakefield, Naval Staff 14 Jan 1985 – 20 Jan 1988 
 
CPORS Assistant Director Naval Signals (2)  
 
Involved with planning and co-ordination of the communications equipment for the 
new tanker HMNZS Endeavour. The acquisition of various new equipment and 
upgrading of the Navy’s communications doctrines. 
 
Member of the combined staff for exercise Starfish in 1986 & 1987, a Multi-nation 
exercise involving Five Power Defence agreement countries, New Zealand, 
Australia, United Kingdom, Singapore & Malaysia. 
 

 
Centre – Commander John Leonard CO HMNZS Southland RIP, addressing ships 
Officers and the Starfish combined staff members seated at the table, WOGI 
Barnes UK, CPORS Murray, Singaporean & Malaysian officers  
  



 
 
 
Based onboard RSN Persistence, an old county class tank landing ship.  Ship visits 
were by an Alouette helicopter with a broken fuel meter – scary! helo had floats 
fitted. 
 
  



HMNZS Irirangi 21 Jan 1987 – 25 May 1988 
 

Third and final posting to Irirangi this time as WORS/Senior Communications Officer 
also referred to as Station Communications Officer. 

Les and I were allocated a house in 2 Park Lane which runs parallel to Thorne Park 
and opposite the old camp for Irirangi at Hihitahi. Our daughters Jessie and Kendal 
loved their new home and the wide open spaces it gave them to play in with their 
friends in other nearby houses. The girls travelled to and from school at Waiouru by 
the Navy bus driven by GSH “Lofty” Wright RIP. Lesley became a voluntary teacher's 
aide and undertook extra-mural studies at Massey University. 

My involvement with the Joint Radio Project (JRP) started when posted to Naval 
Staff in early 1985.  It was very satisfying to remain involved, as the JRP was well 
underway in the further development of Irirangi with site works beginning on the 
old NR1 Site.  Then the opening of the new transmitter building on 17 March 1988. 

Awarded the MBE, military division in the New Year Honours List 1988.  
I discharged from the service on the 28th May 1989. 

 

 

This photograph of 2 Park Lane was taken in 2007, all the houses in Park lane were 
removed sometime after this. 

  



 
 
Rear Admiral Douglas Domett Opening the New Transmitter Building  
17 Mar 1988 
 
left rear - Commanding Officer HMNZS Irirangi LT Cdr Owen Young 
left front – WORS Paul Murray 
 

 
 
Communication Division march past, Commodore’s Inspection 13 Oct 1988 
  



HMNZS Tamaki -Warrant Officer Management & Divisional Course  
23 May – 10 Jun 1988 
 
My last course in the RNZN. 
 

 
 


